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agitation A state of agitation or turbulent change or development.
She was wringing her hands in agitation.

anarchist An advocate of anarchism.
An anarchist newspaper.

anarchy
A state of lawlessness and disorder (usually resulting from a failure of
government.
He must ensure public order in a country threatened with anarchy.

bedlam Pejorative terms for an insane asylum.
There was bedlam in the courtroom.

brouhaha A noisy and overexcited reaction or response to something.
The brouhaha over those infamous commercials.

chaotic Of or relating to a sensitive dependence on initial conditions.
The political situation was chaotic.

clutter A collection of things lying about in an untidy state.
The room was in a clutter of smelly untidiness.

commotion Confused movement.
She was distracted by a commotion across the street.

confuse Make (someone) bewildered or perplexed.
Purchasers might confuse the two products.

confusion
A mental state characterized by a lack of clear and orderly thought and
behavior.
He changed his name in order to avoid confusion with the notorious
outlaw.

disorder Bring disorder to.
The doctor prescribed some medicine for the disorder.

disruption The act of causing disorder.
There had been no delays or disruptions to flights.
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disturbance Interference with rights or property.
He looked around for the source of the disturbance.

havoc Widespread destruction.
The hurricane ripped through Florida causing havoc.

hubbub Loud confused noise from many sources.
She fought through the hubbub.

jumble Articles collected for a jumble sale.
We are collecting jumble for charity.

mayhem
The crime of maliciously injuring or maiming someone, originally so as to
render them defenceless.
Complete mayhem broke out.

mess Eat in a mess hall.
My hair was a mess.

messy Untidy or dirty.
Stripping wallpaper can be a messy time consuming job.

midst The location of something surrounded by other things.
He left his flat in the midst of a rainstorm.

muddle Busy oneself in an aimless or ineffective way.
He muddled the issues.

mystify Utterly bewilder or perplex (someone.
Lawyers who mystify the legal system so that laymen find it unintelligible.

pandemonium Wild and noisy disorder or confusion; uproar.
There was complete pandemonium everyone just panicked.

perturbation
An unhappy and worried mental state.
The term distress connotes some degree of perturbation and emotional
upset.

shakeup
The imposition of a new organization; organizing differently (often
involving extensive and drastic changes.
Top officials were forced out in the cabinet shakeup.

tumult A loud, confused noise, especially one caused by a large mass of people.
His personal tumult ended when he began writing songs.

turbulence Violent or unsteady movement of air or water, or of some other fluid.
Political turbulence.

turmoil Disturbance usually in protest.
He endured years of inner turmoil.

upheaval A violent disturbance.
The first upheaval produced a hill which was called Roof Mountain.
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uproar A loud and impassioned noise or disturbance.
The assembly dissolved in uproar.
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